National Policy

At the level of Curriculum Structure PROJECT WORK

– (Basic Education-grades 1 -9)
  In every year- 90 minutes - each week
– Secondary Education- 12ª grade
  2 periods of 90 minutes each week in Humanistic and Scientific courses
  27 periods of 90 minutes in Technological Courses
– System of Evaluation for this curriculum area-
  no national evaluation in any grade- informal evaluation through presentation and discussion of work
Teacher Strategies

- Selection of the project
- Discussion of the work to undertake
- Definition of a strategy to arrive to the proposals
- Organizing groups of students
- Definition of the steps to take
- Investigations and search of information
- Organizations of the means
- Discussion about sharing
- Discussion about presentation
- Discussions of the undergoing activity
- Performing if it is the case
Characteristics of creative learning

- Inventing a way of answering to an idea
- Inventing a way to go step by step to the imaged product
- Inventing unexpected and new outcomes
- Using different intelligences
- Developing virtual consequences
- Evaluating consequences for different alternatives
- Taking in consideration lessons from the past experience to avoid inconsequent activity
- Evaluating capacity for achieving the outcomes
- Critical analysis of the products
Students perspectives

• Working in group is a good experience
• Much more interesting working in an agreed idea
• Less boring if organized
• Learning different things
• More close to own interests
• More active participation
• More open to the school and community